
2022 PLYMOUTH BABE RUTH REGULAR SEASON LOCAL RULES: 

PITCHING RULES *(FOLLOWING MLB “PITCH SMART” RECOMMENDATIONS): 

13 -16-YEAR-OLD PITCHERS – MAX 95 pitches per day   

Exception: If a pitcher reaches the 95-pitch limit while facing a batter, the pitcher may continue to pitch 

until any one of the following conditions occurs: 

1. that batter reaches base. 

2. that batter is put out. 

3. the third out is made to complete the half-inning. 

Note 1: Any player that pitches in a game can only catch for a maximum of 4 innings that game/day.   If a 

player catches 4 innings or less in a game/day then they can pitch a max of 50 pitches in that same 

game/day.  Any player that catches more than 4 innings cannot pitch in that game/day.  

We will be using pitch count rules. Each manager is responsible for verifying pitch counts after each 

inning and recording the pitch counts in their books.  

MANDATORY – pitch counts are to be recorded and emailed to Billy DePaul/Bill Coakley/Brian Fabry 

after the game. Managers have 24 hours to report.  

Coaches are to communicate with players that participate in either High School or AAU baseball to 

determine pitch counts and eligibility.  SAFETY FIRST, ALWAYS! 

YES – BOTH MANAGERS report or verify the pitch counts (for both teams) and final scores for games.  

It is ok for one manager to email the group and the other manager to just confirm the numbers – but 

we need verification from both managers.  

Consistent failure to not adhere to this rule with a simple email will result in a Board of Directors 

decision up to and including removal as manager.  

Pitchers league age 13-14 must adhere to the following rest requirements: 

• If a player pitches 66 -95 max pitches in a day, four (4) calendar days of rest must be observed. 

• If a player pitches 51 - 65 pitches in a day, three (3) calendar days of rest must be observed. 

• If a player pitches 36 - 50 pitches in a day, two (2) calendar days of rest must be observed. 

• If a player pitches 21 - 35 pitches in a day, one (1) calendar days of rest must be observed. 

• If a player pitches 1-20 pitches in a day, no (0) calendar day of rest is required.   

Pitchers league age 15-16 must adhere to the following rest requirements:   

• If a player pitches 76-95 max pitches in a day, four (4) calendar days of rest must be observed. 

• If a player pitches 61 - 75 pitches in a day, three (3) calendar days of rest must be observed. 

• If a player pitches 46 - 60 pitches in a day, two (2) calendar days of rest must be observed. 



• If a player pitches 31 -45 pitches in a day, one (1) calendar days of rest must be observed. 

• If a player pitches 1-30 pitches in a day, no (0) calendar day of rest is required.   

Note 2: Pitching is limited to 2 innings total for any 16-year-old per outing. Pitch counts do factor in 

usage for the 16s as well. One pitch = one inning.  

A double header is considered 1 Day Pitching. If a pitcher throws 31 pitches Game 1, he/she is ineligible 

to pitch in Game 2.  

PBR Rules   

***These distinctions should be discussed with umpires before EVERY GAME.  They umpire all over the 

South Shore and different towns/leagues have different rules.*** 

Mayflower Division: Umpires are instructed to call balks; not the coach or manager. Balks are 

introduced Game 1. Managers can agree to warnings prior to the game but it is not mandatory.  

Pilgrim Division: Balks are not called until playoff time and each pitcher is allowed one warning per 

playoff game before receiving the balk call. Umpires should be made aware of the balk rule. If managers 

want the balks called – manager(s) discretion but needs to be agreed upon pre-game with the umpire.  

Baserunning: 

7.08 -- Any runner is out when: 

(a) (1) running more than three feet away from his/her baseline to avoid being tagged, unless such 

action is to avoid interference with a fielder fielding a batted ball. A runner’s baseline is established 

when the tag attempt occurs and is a straight line from the runner to the base which he/she is 

attempting to reach; or   

(2) after touching first base the runner leaves the baseline, obviously abandoning all effort to touch the 

next base; or  

(3) the runner does not slide or attempt to get around a fielder who has the ball and is waiting to make 

the tag  

Slide or Avoid Rule Confusion:  

NFHS Rules: Runner does not legally slide and causes illegal contact and/or illegally alters the actions of 

a fielder in the immediate act of making a play, or on a force play, does not slide in a direct line with the 

bases or: 

1. A runner may slide in a direction away from the fielder to avoid making contact or altering the 

play of the fielder. 

2. Runners are never required to slide, but if a runner elects to slide, the slide must be legal. 

Jumping, hurdling, and leaping are all legal attempts to avoid a fielder as long as the fielder is 

lying on the ground.  

Penalty: Runner is out. Interference is called and the ball is dead immediately. On a force play with less 

than two outs, the runner is declared out AS WELL AS the batter-runner. Other runners shall return to 



the bases occupied before the pitch. With two outs, runner is declared out; inning ends. Batter is 

credited with a fielder’s choice.  

There is no “must slide rule.” The rule is, “slide or attempt to get around.” The key in this situation is 

“fielder has the ball and is waiting to make a tag.” If the fielder (any fielder, not just the catcher) does 

not have the ball, and there is a collision, you CANNOT call the runner out, that can be obstruction by 

the defensive player. However, if the umpire determines that the runner deliberately attempted to 

injure the fielder, the umpire could eject the runner for unsportsmanlike conduct.  

Slash Bunting: 

Strictly prohibited in all levels. Batter is automatically out, dead ball, and no runners advance.   

TIME LIMITS:  

1. PBR has a 2 ½ hour time limit on all weekend games when there is another game after it. No 

inning will start after 2 hours and 15 minutes.  

2. Also, any game on a school night has a 2 ½ hour time limit. There will be no inning started after 

9pm on weekdays while school is in session.  

3. Night games are limited to 9:45pm. Lights automatically shutoff at Forges BB1 at 10:00. 

GAME PLAY: 

Minimum Players to Start A Game:  

NFHS Rules state 9 players to start; 8 to finish but Plymouth Babe Ruth instituted 8 players to start in 

2019 and the rule was not changed prior to the season. Teams can start with 8 and must finish with 8. 

Any team that fails to field a team of 8 players 15 minutes prior to the start of a game shall lose by 

forfeit. If a team starts a game with 8 players and loses a player for any reason (such as injury), it will 

result in a forfeit. 

Players can be added to the bottom of the lineup if they arrive late during the regular season at any time 

prior to the completion of the fifth inning during the game.  

In the playoffs, the batter/player must arrive before the turn of the order or be considered a non-

rostered player. 

1. Batting order is continuous, free substitution for field play.  

2. 10-run deficit after an official game (4.5 or 5 innings) play is ended. Home team needs to get 

final at-bat in the bottom of the fifth if trailing by more than 10.   

3. Players must play a minimum of 9 defensive outs (3 innings) in a game.  

4. Players are not allowed to sit in consecutive innings unless they are injured or designated as the 

DH/EH. If injured (only able to bat) – minimum defensive outs rule is superseded. 

5. Players can be called up from the Pilgrim League to play if rosters limits are lower than 9. A list 

of players will be available from each of the Pilgrim Coaches once league play starts.  

6. If a player is injured, injury replacements should be made to make rosters whole in the 

Mayflower if the available rostered players is below 12.  If a Pilgrim Division player is called up to 

Mayflower Division, to replace a long term injury or absence, that player is now a full time 



member of the Mayflower team but can play for both teams.  Minimum roster size in Mayflower 

is 12 players. 

 

Any team that knows in advance that is will be unable to field a team must notify the President 24 hours 

before the start of the scheduled game to request a re-schedule or they risk a forfeit.  Every attempt 

should be made to find Pilgrim players to fill out the roster for that game before attempting to re-

schedule games. 

 

Mayflower/Pilgrim Coordinators will notify the Coaches and Umpires as soon as possible if the Town or 

the President determines the fields are unplayable.   

 

PROTESTS PROCEDURES 

1. Notice that the game is being played under protest must be filed with the home plate umpire by 
the manager immediately at the time of the disputed decision and before the next pitched ball to 
the batter or next play. Have the umpire sign your scorebook when the protest is announced. 

2. Written report setting forth all the facts of the protest must be filed with the League President 
within 24 hours of the date of protest. 

3. The League President shall appoint 3 members of the League not connected with any of the 
teams to serve on a Protest Committee. 

4. The final decision of the Protest Committee shall not be subject to appeal to any higher 
authority. 

 

PBR LEAGUE BAT RULES  

13-15-year old players: The bat must be a baseball bat which meets Babe Ruth specifications and 

standards as noted in this rule. Bats that are not made of a single piece of wood shall meet the Batted 

Ball Coefficient of Restitution (BBCOR) performance standards or be marked with a USA Baseball stamp. 

Barrell is no greater than 2 5/8. A BBCOR stamp (BBCOR .50) will be visible  

16-year old players only: Bat must represent a BBCOR stamp and no greater than a -3 (drop 3) bat. Ex. 

A 33-inch bat must weight 30 ounces or more.  

Barrell no greater than 2 5/8. Diamond Kinetics “Swing Tracker” sensor which is attached to the bottom 

of the baseball bat can be used in live game-play.  

PENALTY:  

1. If an illegal bat is discovered prior to the player completing his/her at-bat – the bat is simply 

removed from game-play and the at-bat continues. 

2. A player who uses an illegal bat or non-conforming barrel dimension and hits a fair ball – the 

batter will be declared out. NO advancement on the bases will be allowed AND any outs 

during the play will stand. This is an appeal play. The at-bat will be considered legal once a 

pitch is thrown to the next batter 

DISTRICT – ALL-STAR ELIGBILITY: 



All players, regardless of age, must be rostered and insured prior to the first game of the Spring season 

to be eligible for nomination.  Players must play with their own age groups unless there is no team for 

their respective age group with league approval. 

Selection Process: 

1. Managers nominate players from any team(s). 
2. The league may have an All-Star tryout at the Board’s discretion. 
3. Each manager then picks 9 players from the nominated list. Managers can't vote for their own 

players. 
4. Top 9 vote getters make the team. Max roster is 15 players of which up to 6 may be selected by the 

All-Star manger. The District roster must include a minimum of 12 players. 
5. A player may not be rostered on two or more District rosters. 
6. Changes may be made to the District roster as determined by Babe Ruth National rules prior to the 

State tournament if advancing. 
7. In case of tie(s), for the last spot(s), re-vote is taken for those spots. Managers can vote for their 

own players. 

District Managers: 

1. Must be able to make a total commitment to their teams. 
2. Determined by the Board of Directors prior to May 15th, through an interview process, if more than 

one person applies for the position. 
3. Current league managers have the first options on teams (This is a reward for managers who stay 

with the program), however the final determination/approval of each All-Star manager resides with 
the Board of Directors. 

4. All-Star managers from the previous year have the option to remain the following year unless the 
board votes otherwise. 

6. May choose players who were not nominated.??? 
7. Do not have to fill the last 3 spots of their teams. 
8. Coaches must be chartered with National Babe Ruth to be eligible. 
 
DISCIPLINE 

Any player(s) fighting will be given and automatic two game Suspension. A second offense, or any 

incident which is deemed to have been an intent to injure, will require a meeting with the player and 

their parent(s) and/or guardian(s) before the Board.   

Any player(s) or coach(es) ejected from a game for unsportsmanlike conduct will be suspended  from 

the next scheduled game. All ejections may be reviewed by the Board of Directors to determine 

applicability and/or appropriate enforcement. 

A Manager shall have the authority to remove any player from his/her team for the current game but 

any further discipline may be determined by the Board of Directors upon request. 

PLAYOFFS 

Playoffs are a double elimination tournament.  The format and execution of playoffs will be determined 

by the President and approved by the Board of Directors on an annual basis.   



DRAFT AND EXPANSION DRAFT  

Format and execution to be determined by the President and approved by the Board of Directors on an 

annual basis. 

PLAYOFF AND DRAFT SEEDING 

Playoff Positions and Draft Order for seeding is based on overall record during the regular season 

including playoffs. In case of a tie, head-to-head record between the teams involved will be the 1st step. 

Then, the highest number of runs scored against in the head-to-head games will be the next step. If a tie 

still results, a 1 game playoff will determine the spot for a playoff spot. 

FOR THE CHAMPIONS 

The league will contribute $250 towards a team celebration.  In addition, a league trophy will be passed 

annually to the champion and retained until passed to the subsequent year’s winner. 

 

 


